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MOLECULAR PALEONTOLOGY
The morphology (form and structure) of organisms provides a
wealth ofinforrrultion :woue evolutionary hiStory. However. additional informacion contained in molecules also can contribute to
our understanding of past life. Molecular data are used to build
phylogenetic treQ' (family crea based upon genetic information)
and to estimate times of divergence. These data. are especially useful for groups with rdacivdy few morphological characters and
poor fossil records (e.g.• fungi, bacteria), although our knowledge
of some well-known groups (e.g., vertebrates) also has incrca.~ed
gready as a result of molecular studies. Some molecular characters
(nudeotides and amino acids) have been conserved throughout
the history of life and can be used to study :IJlcient relationships.
In some cases, molecular dara have been obrained directly from
fouilorganisms.

Molecular Phylogenetlcs
A major advance in the field was che development of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in the 1980s (Mullis 1990). In this
method, a region of interest in the ge:nome, typically a portion of a
gene rhat is 200 co 800 base pairs long. is amplified to a million or
more copies in oede:r to facilitate additional molecular analysis,
such as DNA sequencing. The process is called a chain" reaction
because it involves repeated cycles of heating :md cooling, during
which the DNA fragments arc split, shorr pieces of DNA (primers) arc joined, and then new strands arc created. Before peR,
DNA fragments were amplified by bacterial doning, a much
longer process.
The technique: of PCR, combined with automated methods
for sequencing DNA (determining the order of nucleotides and
genes), has revolutionized evolutionary biology. A vi.rtua11y unlimited number of characters can be obtained from a large number of
species to address interesting systematic questions. The most pop-

ular molecule for study in animals has been the mitochondrial
chromosome. This circular struCture contains only a small proportion of genes (in animals. it is about 16 lcilobalics in length). Also.
the greater technical case and rapid rate of change of mitochondrial DNA, compared with typical nuclear genes, are responsible
for its popularity in reccnt years. In plams. DNA contained in
another organelle, the chloroplast. has been the primary source of
sequence data for evolutionary studies.
A secmingly limidess number of nuclear genes also are
available for tree-building. Unlike mitochondrial and chloroplas!
genes, which are tightly linked, nuclear genes used in estimacing
phylogeny usually are unlinked. One feature of nuclear genes in
many eucaryotes (organisms with membrane-enclosed nuclei in
their cells) is the presence of large: amounts of noncoding DNA
(introns) interspersed within regions [har comrol che production
of substances (coding regions). For example. a typical gene with
only 900 base pairs of coding region (for a proreil'l of 300 amino
acids) may consist of 10,000 base pairs because of the presence
of introns. While fast-evolving introns provide information for
relationships of individuals or populations. they may nOt be useful in applications dealing with larger categories such as species
phylogenies. In those cases. it is more informative to study only
the coding region found in the messenger RNA (usuallywithouc
incrons) of lIlat ge:ne.
There are different me:chocb nf bu"ilding--e..cl.u.ciQ.nary crees
from mole:cular data (usually DNA or amino acid sequenccs)":I'rcommon feature of all methods is thar they minimize the amount
of inferred change (substitutions of nudeotides or repl:1cements
of amino acids). Maximum likelihood methods sc:c:k the cree thac
matches che daca sec with highest probability. minimum evolution (neighbor-joining) sc::Irches for the tree with shortest overall
length, wd rhe maximum parsimony mechod cries co find the
tree requiring fewcst character-st:lte changes. The groups of spe-
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cies defined within a tree can he evaluated by staeistical tests to
determine if they are signifianc. The most commonly used t~t is
rhe bootstrap method. which involves sampling che sites randomly with repi:u:e01enc many cimc;s, constructing new trees at
each cycle, and then determining the frequency that a particular
group appears among the many bootstrap sam pies. For example.
if 97 vUt of l.Q.O-bQOtstrap trees join human with chimpam.ee,
chen we infer chat the chimp-human relationship is supported
with 97% confidence.

Molecular Clocks

For mose groups in the fouil record, the time of divergence
berween rwo lineages is not known with acc:uracy. The minimum
cime of divergence is the dare of the oldest fossil assigned to one of
che rwo lineages. The actual divergence is assumed co have
occurred even earlier. In those rare cases where the fossil record is
excellent. the minimum age may be close to rhe divergence time.'
However, for most groups of orgOl.llisms. an accurate time franle
has yet to be established using data from fossils. ror this reason,
evolutionary biologists frequendy rurn to molecules to determine
dates of-divergence.
In groups for which molecular data can be: obtained. such
as all living and some fo~sil organisms, it is possible to estimatl':
divergence rimes using a molecular dock. To do this. molecular
divergence must be: measured berween the rwo taxa being compared and Olt least one additional taxon with a known or
presumed time of divergence (for calibration). One requirement
is that the rate,of change along alliineagcs should not be significandy different. Although many of the molecular change3 used
for timing divergences probably do nor result in a functional
change in the protein or org:misill (i.e., are neutral), this is not a
requirement of a molecular clock.
Sources of error in molecular clocks include the estimates
of molecular divergence and the calibration time used. Calibrations are taken from rhe fossil record or from well-dated geologic
(or climatic) events (if they are assumed to be the cause of the
phylogenetic divergence). There is no ·universal molecular
dock" because different genes evolve ae different rates. For
instance, genes involved in the immune reaction must change
rapidly to keep pal:e with a diversity of antigens (e.g .• viruses).
whereas genes involved in the most basic of cell functions rarely
t:hangc: because of their universal importance. However, a rapid
rate of change in synonymous substitutions (those thac do not
cause changes in amino acids) is common to virtually all protein
coding genes.
Genes char show strong positive selection in particular lint:ages arc unlikely to behave as good molecular ducks. On the
othc:r hand, some genes. such as serum albumin in vertebrates,
appc:".I.r to evolve in :.I relatively clocklike fashion and have proven
useful in dating evolutionary divergences. Ideally. divergence cimes
should be estimated from a large number of genes in order to
reduce the error of the dmt: estimate (Hedges ec a!. 1996). The
strong need to know times of divergenct: and the rapidly expanding databases of sequences have maintained a prominent role for
molecular docks in evolutionary biology.

Fossil Biomolecules

The possibility that proteins in the fossil record may have been pre.
served was suggested as early as the 1950s, when P.H. Abelson u~t:d
techniques ~ch as. thin layer chro~atography to identify organic
components III fOSSils. The hypotheSIs also was supported by structures seen in dectron microscopy. ResClJ'chers identified collagenlike fibers in fos~1 specimens from :IS long ago as the Early Palco7.oic
(545 million years ago), and these structures also were present in
dinosaur bones of the Mesozoic era (251 to 65 million years IIgo) ,
.
Genetic informacion about the immune properties of protems can be used to provide informacion on phylogenetic relationships. A small region of the whole protein molecule is all chat is
needed for a fUnctional immune system [0 recogni7.e an invader and
form antibodies against it. A sequence of amino acids determines
the shape of these three-dimensional region.~. called epicopes. They
are created by the complex folding of the protein molecule into its
functional form. As few as five amino acidli in the proper ·shape"
arc'enough ror amibody recognition. Only small fr:Igmenrs of molecules are needed. and phylogenetic relationships cat:l be inferred
from the degree or stre:ngth of the bonds thac bind rhe: anribody
and epirope together. Species that are more closely related usually
have a greater number of antibody-epitope bonds.
Amino acid identific.1tion u.Iso was used very early to suggest
the preservation of fossil proteins and conrinues to yield valuable
information today. Individual proteins have been identified from
fossil specimens. including the bone proteins (e.g., collagen, Osteocalcin, and osteonectin). Proteins abundant in blood. such as albumin and hemoglobin, have been identified in seve:ral ancient
specimens from as far back as the Mesoroic (Schwcit7.er et a!.
1997). Using these preservedproceins as phylogenetic tools wa.~
suggested by J.M. Lowenstein and G. Scheuenstuhl (1991)
through the application of immunologial techniques, including
Western blots and ELISA assays (cest~). The degree of binding of
antibodies co ancient protein fragments has been used co investigate: the relationships of fossil taxa.
Variation in protein composition and structure also is useful
in phylogenetic analysis. Researchers can study chemical coment.
hydrophobic characteristics, and amino acid composition, as well as
the unique ways that proteins curve and fold into three-dimensional
shapes, because these characteristics differ gready berween procein~
and among the same proteins in different raxa. Additionally, while
the phylogenetic information foWld in DNA is contained in the
sequence of bases, phylogenetic infomuciol1 from proteins may be
obtained indirectly from their three-dimensional srrucrure as well as
directly from their amino acid sequence. Finally. dilfen:nc classes of
proteins can be: determined by their function as well as by their constituent amino acids 3l1d the various ways that membcl'S of chese
classes are preserved.
The study of ancienr DNA is a younger ficld, dating only co
the c:".I.rly 19805. Since chen. several studies have successfully
resolved relationships of extinct organisms. including the Tasmanian wolf (Krajewski et aI. 1997). Others have reporeed finding
ancient DNA in fossils, including those of dinosaurs and amberencJ.Sed insects, from as early as the Mid-Mesowic. However,
many of these studies have been received with caucion. wd no
results have been replicated independently for fossils older than
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100, 000 years (Austin et al. 1997). Absolute time limits on molecular preservation have not yet been demonstrated under naturally
occurring conditions, and. therefore, recovery of very ancient
DNA remaim a possibility. Authc:ntidly and independent replication of results continue to be major concerns.

Problems with Contamination
Fossil bone and tissue have been exposed to many contaminants
during decay. burial, and transformation into rock. In addition,
human and laboratory contaminants can be introduced into samplcs despite the most careful controls. Also. the sensitivity of peR
gready increascs the potential for amplifying contaminant DNA
molecules. Moreover, contaminant molecules may be more abundam and less damaged than ancient molecules within the same
fossils (Austin et al. 1997). Thus, contamination is a major concern among researchers in this field.
Some contamination problems can be reduced through
careful design of peR primers. Primers can be designed to rule OUt
amplification of the more common contaminant sources. such as
microbial and human DNA. The chances of amplification of
DNA from ancient sources successfully are increased by consideration of phylogenetic relationships among modern taxa. For example. in designing primers to amplify DNA from dinosaur bones.
one would wolnt to select DNA sequences unique to modernbkds
and modern crocodiles, the twO living groups most closely related
ro the extinct dinosaurs.
Besides contamination, one may encounter other difficulties
in working with ancient biomolecules. [n the case of DNA. facton
such as acids from organic humus may inhibit the action of the
polymerase enz.ymes used in amplification attempts. or the DNA
may be damaged enough to introduce misleading artifacts (artificial substances produced. inadvertently, by the process). Also. the
ancient DNA may be degraded to st...olncls that are too short fot
binding with peR primers. Protein sequences obtained from
ancient sources have not been reported in the literature and may
be difficult to obtain, either because the minimal amounts of protein yield concentrations tOO low for sequencing or because modifications of binding sites make enz.ymatic degradation ineffective.
Molecular approaches have provided paleontology with new
tools to answer old questions, and the result has been a revolution

-------

--------

in our understanding of evolutionary history. In some instances,
where molecular phylogenies have contrasted with long-sranding
views based on morphology, it might appear that information
from fossils and morphology is no longer needed. On the contrary.
molecular information is unlikely to replace the hiSTOry of adaptations reflected in morphology and the fossil record. Molecular
approaches will continue to complement classical approaches to
paleontology in the foreseeable furore.
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